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Abstract
Sea surface temperature (SST) is a critical quantity in the study of both the ocean and the
atmosphere as it is directly related to and often dictates the exchanges of heat, momentum and
gases between the ocean and the atmosphere. As the most widely observed variable in
oceanography, SST is used in many different studies of the ocean and its coupling with the
atmosphere. We examine the history of this measurement and how this history led to today’s
practice of computing SST by regressing satellite infrared measurements against in situ SST
observations made by drifting/moored buoys and ships. The fundamental differences between
satellite and in situ SST are discussed and recommendations are made for how both data streams
should be handled. A comprehensive in situ validation/calibration plan is proposed for the
satellite SSTs and consequences of the suggested measurements are discussed with respect to the
role of SST as an integral part of the fluxes between the ocean and the atmosphere.
Introduction
As one of easiest ocean variables to observe, sea surface temperature (SST) has a very
long history in the study of the ocean and its interchange with the atmosphere. One of the most
common operational applications of SST observations is as a boundary layer input and an
assimilation data set for atmospheric circulation/forecast models. The correct treatment of
accurate (~0.3 K) SST in these numerical models is needed to be able to understand and predict
climate change. In addition, SST maps are vitally important for the commercial and sport fishing
communities as well as critical input information for the fluxes of gases between the ocean and
the atmosphere. As a result there is a current demand for the delivery of timely and accurate
global SST maps. The only measurement system that provides this time/space coverage
requirement is infrared satellite sensors.
In the past and at present infrared satellite data have been and are used to estimate the
same type of SST measured first by ships and then later by drifting/moored buoys. Referred to
generally as bulk SST, measurements from buoys and ships are collected at depths from 0.5 to 5
m below the sea surface. This is in contrast with infrared SST measurements which due to the
high emissivity of sea water are representative only of depths of approximately 10 microns
within the oceanic skin layer. Proper validation/calibration of these infrared skin SST
measurements requires simultaneous “in situ” skin SST measurements made below the
intervening atmosphere. At present the relatively few of these types of measurements that exist
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have all been collected as part of specific research cruises. This lack of in situ skin SST
measurements had led to the common SST estimation practice to adjust the satellite SSTs to
match a selection of buoy SSTs. This forces the satellite skin SSTs to estimate buoy bulk SSTs
and ignores the physics that connect the skin and bulk SSTs. This relationship between the skin
and bulk SSTs depends on the wind stress and net air-sea heat fluxes (Wick et al., 1996) which
are parts of the climate system.
A key to being able to routinely compute the skin SST from infrared AVHRR imagery is
the existence of a comprehensive validation program for in situ skin SST measurements. The
primary purpose of this paper is to clearly state the need for such measurements that are
accurate, reliable, widely spread geographically and continuous over time. We outline the
challenges of such a validation program and introduce a possible solution based on instruments
deployed on ships-of-opportunity and moored buoys. We will review recent developments in
the study of skin SST and its relationship to the subsurface bulk SST and assess our ability to
predict one from the other. In addition, we suggest using simultaneous measurements of bulk and
skin SST along with coincident wind speed measurements for the estimation of the net air-sea
heat flux. We believe that by adopting the recommended procedures it will be possible to
improve the accuracy of the infrared SST retrievals and to better link satellite and in situ SST
measurements. We will also expand and extend our knowledge of the relationship between skin
and bulk SSTs and their relationships to net air-sea fluxes, thus improving our knowledge not
only of heat and momentum fluxes but also of the gas fluxes such as carbon dioxide. Better
knowledge of the role of the skin in these air-sea exchanges will contribute significantly to
improving coupled atmosphere/ocean climate models.

History of SST Measurement
The earliest measurements of SST were from sailing vessels where the common practice
was to collect a bucket of water while the ship was underway and then measure the temperature
of this bucket of water with a mercury in glass thermometer. This then was a sample from the
few upper tens of centimeters of the water. Modern powered ships made this bucket collection
impractical and it became common practice to measure SST as the temperature of the seawater
entering to cool the ship’s engines. The depth of the inlet pipe varies with ship from about one
meter to five meters. Called “injection temperature” (a thermistor is “injected” into the pipe
carrying cooling water) this measurement is an analog reading of a round gauge recorded by hand
and radioed in as part of the regular weather observations from merchant ships. Located in the
warm engine room this SST measurement has been shown to have a warm bias (Saur, 1963) and is
generally much nosier than buoy measurements of bulk SST (Emery et al., 2000). Some research
vessels still use “bucket samples” for bulk SST measurements where the buckets are slim profile
pieces of pipe with a thermometer built into it.
A modern alternative to the ship injection SSTs is to mount thermistors on the metal hull
of the ship (Emery et al., 1997). These hulls are excellent conductors of heat and hence should
represent the temperature just to the outside. To measure the bulk SST we want to sample near
the surface but not above it. Mounted on merchant ships that load and unload cargo we found
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that we had to install 3-5 sensors arrayed vertically to be able to be sure that we always had a
probe below the ship’s waterline. Comparisons with other contemporary SST measurements
demonstrated the high reliability and consistency achieved with these hull SST sensors.
With the advent of satellite tracked and satellite reporting drifting and moored buoys in
the mid-1970’s we developed a new source of bulk SST measurements. The drifting buoys were
outfitted with thermistors that measured in various locations depending on the buoy. The
earliest large metal buoy hulls used a thermistor in contact with the buoy hull just below the
mean waterline. Later smaller spherical buoys had thermistors protruding from the underside of
the buoy’s hull. Other small spar buoys had a thermistor somewhere on the lower part of the
hull that extended into the water. It should be noted that in addition to this lack of uniformity in
terms of the placement of the thermistors there has been little or no coordination in terms of the
use of a common type of thermistor or other temperature sensor. In fact most of the SST
sensors are not calibrated once they are mounted in the buoy hull. Added to these uncertainties
is the fact that the smaller buoys become part of the surface wave field and likely spend a good
portion of their time at depths from 1 to 5 m below the surface. The larger buoys will oscillate
up and down as well but likely have smaller amplitudes in depth variation than do the smaller
buoys.
Moored buoys are also instrumented with thermistors to measure not only the near
surface SSTs but also to resolve the profile of the upper ocean using thermistors attached to the
mooring bridal. Some moored buoys have a separate float to support a thermistor chain to
resolve the temperature profile. Although it is surprising, Emery et al (2000) have shown that
the moored buoys measure essentially the same thing as the drifting buoys so the moored and
drifting buoy SSTs can be combined. Also they found that the buoy SSTs were a lot less noisy
than any of the ship SST measurements. They have evolved to be the standard data set used to
calculate the algorithm coefficients in today’s calculation of SST from satellite infrared radiances.
All of these ship and buoy SSTs are estimates of some type of bulk SST, which does not
actually represent the temperature at the surface of the ocean. This bulk SST is of significant
historical importance since it has been used in the formulation of all of our so-called “bulk” airsea heat flux formulae and because it supplies an estimate of the local heat content. Numerical
models today require the input of some form of bulk SST for their computation in spite of the
fact that it is the skin SST that is in contact with and interacts with the overlying atmosphere.
Some people think that the difference between the skin and bulk SSTs is a constant to account
for the cooler skin temperatures. This is not the case as the skin SST is closely coupled to the
atmosphere-ocean exchanges of heat and momentum making the bulk-skin SST difference a
quantity that varies with fairly short time and space scales depending on the prevailing
atmospheric conditions (wind speed and air-sea heat flux).
Satellite SST Algorithms
The computation of SST from infrared satellite data started in the mid-1970’s using the
primary instrument called the Scanning Radiometer (SR) on NOAA’s polar orbiting weather
satellites. On the same spacecraft the Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR), however, had
a 1 km spatial resolution which was much better than the 8 km spatial resolution of the SR.
Efforts to fully automate the computation of SST from the satellite radiances produced some
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very artificial looking SST fields. During this period the only in situ SST data were from
merchant ships and these were initially used for comparison with the satellite SSTs. Later it was
decided to regress the satellite radiances against the ship data to produce an SST consistent with
the traditional bulk SST observations. As a result, the satellite infrared radiances were forced by
regression to construct an algorithm to approximate the bulk SST that had been measured by the
ships.
The first (1978) Advanced VHRR (AVHRR) had 4 channels that included a mid-range
infrared (3.7 µm in channel 3) with a single thermal infrared channel at 11 µm. The 1-km
resolution of the AVHRR and its improved radiometric fidelity promised some improvements in
the computation of SST. Following earlier practice the SST algorithm coefficients were found by
regression of the satellite radiances against a selection of ship SST data. About this time there
was significant activity in the deployment and operation of satellite-tracked drifting buoys
designed to give a Lagrangian description of the current field. As the number of drifting buoys
increased in the world’s ocean it became apparent that SSTs collected from these buoys
constituted a more accurate and less noisy set of data to use for the computation of the satellite
SST algorithm coefficients. Thus, buoy SSTs became the exclusive reference data for the
computation of satellite SST algorithm coefficients.
It was realized that atmospheric water vapor markedly attenuates the 11 µm infrared
signal from the sea surface and that some way of correcting the AVHRR data for this effect was
needed. It was decided to modify the AVHRR to add another thermal infrared channel (~12 µm)
that was affected more strongly by atmospheric water vapor attenuation. The difference
between the 11 and 12 µm thermal infrared channels would provide an estimate of the water
vapor content in the atmosphere which could be corrected for in the SST algorithm. Called the
“split-window” formulation this approach has been used in the majority of the SST algorithms
developed since this time (McMillin and Crossby, 1984).
Recently the increased use of SST measurements from large moored buoys has led to their
being included in the infrared regression procedure. As noted above moored buoy SSTs are
treated exactly like drifting buoy SSTs which recent study (Emery et al., 2000) has shown to be
a reasonable assumption (moored and drifting buoy SSTs are similar). While drifting buoys
caught up in the near-surface wave field measure their “SST” somewhere between 0.5 and 2 m
depth, the moored buoys often mix and submerge the waters near the surface thereby measuring
some average of data from about 1 - 2 m depth.
There are a number of limitations and problems with this algorithm coefficient estimation
procedure. This regression calculation inherently assumes that the buoy data are “perfect” and
without error. In their examination of a couple years of buoy data Emery et al. (2000) found that
buoy SSTs have typical standard deviations of about 0.3 to 0.5 °C. Added to this error is the
fact that the sampling coverage supplied by the drifting buoys is dictated by the need to observe
a particular circulation feature (in other words the buoys are not deployed for the purpose of
satellite sensor calibration/validation). As a consequence the geographic coverage of these buoy
data are less than ideal for the validation of satellite SSTs which compromises the resultant
satellite SST computations.
The computation of bulk SSTs from infrared satellite data has progressed relatively little
in the past decade. It should be noted that the specific SST algorithm has been changed
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frequently in an attempt to improve the atmospheric corrections of the IR data. The fundamental
approach was the Multi-Channel SST (MCSST; McClain et al. 1985) which was the procedure
first associated with the split-window technique. Many changes to the SST algorithm
coefficients have occurred over time and often the corrections involved systematic comparisons
of the normal MCSST with atmospheric corrections due to high aerosol loading due to volcanic
eruptions.
To improve the MCSST scientists at NOAA/NESDIS decided to alter the regression
formulation to include non-linear effects (Walton et al., 1990, Walton et al., 1998). The first
official alternative algorithm was called the Cross Product SST (CPSST) to emphasize the
nonlinear part of the computation. The assumption was that the CPSST would do a better job of
compensating for atmospheric moisture (water vapor) especially in regions with high moisture
content. Some very modest changes were later made to the CPSST and the algorithm is now
known as the non-linear or NLSST. All of these algorithms depend on the split thermal infrared
window to correct for atmospheric water vapor. A study by Emery et al (1994) indicated that
the AVHRR channel 4, 5 difference is a good indicator of atmospheric moisture in the water laden
tropical atmosphere. At mid and high latitudes this 4 - 5 brightness temperature difference is not
a function of atmospheric moisture as indicated by a lack of correlation between this temperature
difference and the integrated column water vapor content computed from the microwave sensor
of the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I).
Today the NLSST is the operational algorithm used by the Naval Oceanographic Office
(NAVO) and coefficients are still derived from a regression against buoy SSTs (drifting + moored;
May et al., 1998). SST validation is carried out using comparisons with independent drifting and
moored buoy SST data. It is not clear what direction will be taken at NAVO regarding the
evolution of this SST product. At present the emphasis is on the regular computation and
delivery of this SST product as a mixture of surface skin (IR satellite) and in situ bulk SSTs.
Skin SST
In the 1960’s there were a number of studies that focused on the skin of the ocean in an
effort to understand the processes that dictated the SST. Studies (Ewing and McAlister, 1960;
Clauss et al., 1970) demonstrated the existence of the skin layer and also showed how a breaking
wave momentarily destroys the skin layer. They also found that this layer will reestablish itself
within 9-12 seconds after its destruction. More recent infrared camera measurements have
shown the skin layer to reestablish itself within less than a second after a breaking wave destroys
it (Jessup et al., 1997a) suggesting that the skin layer is almost always present. This restoration
of the skin layer depends on the net heat flux and intensity of the background turbulence. Other
observational studies (Grassl and Hinzpeter, 1975; Grassl, 1976; Paulson and Simpson, 1981;
Katsaros, 1980; Robinson, et al., 1984; Schluessel et al., 1987; Schluessel et al., 1990; Wick et al.,
1996; Kent et al., 1996; Donlon and Robinson, 1997) have clearly demonstrated the existence of
this thin skin layer at the ocean’s surface. Overall bulk-skin SST differences have mean values of
about 0.3°C with an RMS variability of up to 0.4°C. The instantaneous value is dependent on
the heating/cooling and surface wind conditions.
This skin layer is the molecular boundary between a turbulent ocean and a turbulent
atmosphere. This molecular layer is necessary for the transfer of heat, momentum and other
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properties, between the ocean and the atmosphere. The thermodynamics of this layer also
determines the flux of gases such as carbon dioxide between the sea and the atmosphere. Thus,
any research into the nature of the air-sea flux of heat, momentum and gases must account for the
skin SST while all of the traditional SST estimation has concentrated on the “bulk SST” which is
that SST sampled near the surface but not at the surface.
Parametric Model of the Bulk - Skin SST difference (∆T)
An extensive amount of work has gone into attempting to model and predict the
temperature difference across the skin layer. The original models treated the skin layer as a
molecular boundary layer where the heat transfer occurs by molecular conduction. The key
element of these type models is estimating the thickness of the skin layer. Saunders (1967)
developed the first such model. He used dimensional analysis to estimate the skin layer
thickness and determined that the temperature difference could be determined from the net heat
flux and the wind-driven friction velocity. An alternative approach that has been considered
more recently assumes that the temperature difference is controlled by the process of surface
renewal (Dankwerts, 1951). In this process, cooler water at the ocean skin is periodically
renewed with the warmer bulk water from below. The key parameter governing the magnitude of
the temperature difference in this approach is the time between surface renewal events.
In this section we summarize the physical processes that are included in the models and
examine the accuracy of current predictions of ∆T. More detailed reviews of the early efforts to
model ∆T were presented by Katsaros (1980) and Robinson et al. (1984). Examples of recent
work in modeling ∆T are presented by Wick et al. (1996), Fairall et al. (1996) and Eifler and
Donlon (2000).
The physical processes that govern the magnitude of ∆T can vary with the environmental
conditions. Three different possible regimes are summarized schematically in Figure 1. These
regimes include free convection, forced convection driven by wind stress, and forced convection
driven by microscale wave breaking. The figure shows the primary processes affecting ∆T in
each regime and the representative conditions in the upper ocean and lower atmosphere.
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Fig. 1. Behavior of the oceanic skin layer under three primary physical regimes. TA, TS, and TB
represent, respectively, the air temperature, oceanic skin temperature, and bulk ocean
temperature; QE, QH, and QN represent the latent, sensible, and net radiative heat fluxes, and τa
and τw represent the surface stress in the air and the water.
In the free convection regime which dominates at very low wind speeds, the surface
renewal and hence ∆T are governed by static stability. The magnitude of ∆T is controlled
primarily by the net heat flux. The skin layer continues to cool as a result of the heat flux until it
becomes unstable, sinks, and is replenished by warmer bulk water. In the wind stress driven
forced convection regime, ∆T is regulated both by the net heat flux and the wind stress on the
surface. The action of the wind on the surface contributes to the renewal of the skin layer.
Below the skin layer turbulence acts to create a near isothermal temperature profile but the
magnitude of the turbulence is damped as the skin layer is approached. This is the regime
originally considered by Saunders (1967) and forms the basis of most oceanographer’s approach
to the ocean’s upper layer.
In the third regime, the surface renewal is dominated by the microscale breaking of very
short capillary waves. Microscale breaking refers to breaking without any accompanying air
entrainment and microscale breaking waves commonly consist of a bore-like crest accompanied
by parasitic capillary waves distributed along the forward face (Jessup et al., 1997b). Recent
observations using infrared imaging of the sea surface have demonstrated that microscale breaking
can have a significant impact on the temperature of the skin layer (Jessup et al., 1997b; Zappa,
1999). During the breaking, the skin layer is disrupted for a brief interval and the frequency of
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the renewal may be largely independent of the wind stress and heat flux. The rate of recovery of
the skin layer following the breaking will be a function of the heat flux. With frequent enough
breaking, the relative effect of the recovery rate on ∆T can be small and the mean ∆T can appear
independent of the heat flux and wind speed. An additional regime can also be considered where
larger-scale wave breaking with air entrainment disrupts and mixes the skin layer for longer
periods of time.
It is important to emphasize that these regimes are not mutually exclusive. The processes
associated with each regime can coexist and work simultaneously to regulate ∆T. In fact, recent
data demonstrated that a renewal time scale associated with free convection provides a strong
limit on the magnitude of ∆T under all conditions. This suggests that while other processes may
cause more frequent renewal of the skin layer, cooling of the layer is ultimately limited by static
stability.
The ability of several recent models to estimate ∆T is summarized in Figure 2. The
models tested include the original model of Saunders (1967), one developed by Soloviev and
Schlüssel (1994), one developed by Fairall et al. (1996), and one by Wick et al. (1996). The
Fairall et al. model is an enhanced molecular conduction type model that blends the effects of free
convection and wind-driven forced convection. The Soloviev and Schlüssel model incorporates a
free convection and large-scale breaking regime as well as a moderate wind speed regime that
indirectly incorporates smaller-scale wave breaking. Finally, the Wick et al. model combines free
convection with a different approach to shear-driven forced convection. Interest in the impact of
microscale breaking is only recent and the effects are currently being integrated into new models.
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Fig. 2. Observed ∆T against model predicted ∆T for 4 different models and 7 research cruises.
Each model was evaluated using measurements collected during five separate experiments.
The different experiments are each represented by different color symbols in Figure 2. The data
marked “brown” were collected aboard the R/V Ronald Brown during the Gas Exchange
(GASEX) Experiment in the North Atlantic in the spring of 1998. The “cepex” data were
obtained during the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment in 1993. Both the “flip” and “cope”
data were collected by Dr. Andrew Jessup of the Applied Physics Laboratory at the University
of Washington during experiments on the research platform Flip. The “flip” experiment was
9

conducted off the coast of southern California in 1992 while the Coastal Oceans Probing
Experiment (COPE) was performed off the Oregon coast in 1995. Dr. Craig Donlon in the South
Atlantic during the Atlantic Meridional Transect collected the data labeled “rossa” in 1996.
Overall, the measurements represent a wide range of conditions and seasons.
The results demonstrate that current models can accurately reproduce the overall
tendency of ∆T. The agreement is especially interesting given the diverse range of conditions
under which the data were collected. Nonetheless, there is still a large amount of variability that
the models fail to reproduce. This variability would have a significant impact on any effort to
explicitly incorporate modeled ∆T estimates into satellite SST measurements. The errors
associated with ∆T estimates at individual satellite pixels would be expected to be even larger due
to the lack of accurate flux measurements as available during research cruises. A recent effort to
explicitly account for the skin layer in bulk SST measurements from the GOES satellites showed
that the same accuracy was obtained whether the skin layer was included or the satellite
measurements were directly regressed against in situ bulk SST measurements (Wick et al., 2000).
Improvements obtained by including the appropriate physical processes were countered by
uncertainties in the models and forcing data.
The best approach to obtaining improved SST accuracy from satellite measurements may
be to produce a satellite skin SST product derived through direct regression against a significant
number of in situ skin temperature measurements. Hopefully these in situ skin SST
measurements will be made with coincident measurements of traditional bulk SST and the
measurements used to further improve our model of ∆T so that in the future we can have a more
precisely defined relationship between skin and bulk SST. At present the limited number of
research skin SST data are inadequate for the routine computation of such a regression skin SST.
The required calibration/validation measurements needed to fulfill this requirement are set out
later in our discussion of an SST validation plan.
Computing SST from Satellite Data
As is evident from this discussion we are working towards a more complete
understanding of the connection between the skin and bulk SSTs. We now understand the driving
forces that cause fluctuations in the skin and bulk temperatures and we are able to parameterize
the difference between these two temperatures as functions of net air-sea heat flux and wind
speed. Unfortunately these parameterizations require a knowledge of net air-sea heat flux to
define ∆T and that is much more difficult to observe than the skin or bulk SSTs themselves. It
may be in the future that we can use measured ∆Ts to compute the net air-sea heat flux. This
will require an accurate knowledge of the ocean wind speed but we have new microwave
measurement techniques that can measure ocean wind speed and direction with considerable
accuracy. What is needed is an increase in the samples of skin and coincident bulk SSTs along
with standard meteorological observations so that we can either further augment our models or
confirm them as they stand.
As a result of the presently unresolved complexity of computing ∆T it is not yet possible
to directly compute bulk SST from radiative measurements of skin SST. It is possible to use
indirect methods to estimate the bulk SST from the skin SST (Wick et al., 2000) but the results
do not show a general improvement. Acknowledging these limitations in the definition of the
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relationship between skin and bulk SSTs we presently advocate the parallel computation of both
skin and “bulk SST” (the traditional NOAA/NESDIS NLSST) from infrared satellite data. Both
of these algorithms employ a “split-window” technique but the two approaches will use different
methods for the calculation of the algorithm coefficients for the individual infrared channels and
their difference. The traditional approach to computing “pseudo bulk SST” takes a set of edited
global drifting and moored buoy SSTs as a basis set. The corresponding satellite infrared
radiances are then regressed on the buoy temperatures to yield channel and split-window
coefficients for the “pseudo bulk SST.” For the skin temperature the general practice (Schluessel
et al., 1987) is to use radiative transfer simulations based on a global set of marine radiosonde
profiles and the lowest atmospheric temperature in taken to be the skin SST. In the absence of
widespread and continuous in situ measurements of skin SST this is the only approach we can
use. This method is quite sensitive to the radiosonde data set employed for these calculations. It
is very important to have enough radiosonde profiles to be able to include information on all of
the different atmospheric conditions that can occur. We have traditionally used a set of over 300
globally distributed marine (ships or small islands) temperature profiles for our simulations.
If a suite of in situ skin SST measurements were available we could drop this use of
atmospheric simulations and regress the satellite radiances against the coincident measurements of
skin SST. Initially these data are needed to demonstrate that by having in situ skin SST
measurements we can improve the accuracy of satellite infrared SST measurements. Since both
the in situ and satellite measurements are infrared measurements of the sea surface the accuracy
of the satellite measurements with respect to the in situ observations is expected to improve.
The remaining errors will be in the atmospheric correction for the skin SST. Eliminating the bulk
– skin SST error will focus the efforts of the SST research community on this atmospheric
correction problem. Once it is established that in situ skin SSTs are needed, these skin SST
calibration/validation data must be transmitted to shore on a realtime basis to make it possible to
compute the skin SST algorithm coefficients for the daily production of global skin and bulk
(NLSST) SST fields.
Validation of Skin/Bulk SST
As has been stated earlier there is a basic need to regularly collect in situ skin SST data to
make it possible to properly compute skin SST estimates from infrared satellite data. The
oceanographic community has ignored the fundamental differences between skin and bulk SST for
many years trying to explain away variability found in the buoy calibrated satellite SSTs as
atmospheric variability. While it is true that the atmosphere is the source of the greatest errors in
the satellite SST measurements, the bulk-skin SST difference represents an error source that can
be corrected through the use of in situ skin SST measurements.
There are a number of basic issues that must be considered before any particular SST
validation plan becomes meaningful. Some of the most important are:
1. We assume that the satellite infrared radiometers measure radiation emitted from within the
skin layer of the ocean. Radiometric measurements of the skin temperature will also be
affected by reflected radiation from the sky and clouds. Radiometers used to validate the
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satellite estimates must, therefore, measure both the ocean-emitted radiation and the incoming
atmospheric radiation to enable compensation for the reflection effects.
2. The infrared radiation emitted by the sea surface is attenuated in the atmosphere by water
vapor, aerosols and clouds. We are only interested in radiances in the absence of clouds so
we require that the infrared satellite data be filtered to remove cloud-contaminated pixels. We
also assume that a “split-window” algorithm formulation at least partially corrects for the
present of atmospheric moisture.
3. We must assume that in terms of global statistics, historical radiosonde profiles are
representative of the full range of atmospheric conditions.
4. We need routine and automatic in situ measurements of both skin and bulk SST collected
under relatively “cloud-free” conditions. We will require that any set of merchant and/or
research ships instrumented for SST validation will be sufficient to cover the same full range of
oceanic and atmospheric conditions. Following Emery et al. (2000) this means that we cover
the global range of latitude in at least both major ocean basins.
5. We need cost-effective, accurate and reliable shipboard skin SST radiometers to be available in
the very near future for deployment and operation on ships of opportunity. These
radiometers must be capable of measuring the ocean skin SST to within ±0.1°C while working
autonomously. Efforts will be made to extend these radiometric SST measurements to moored
buoys.
6. It will be necessary to continue to collect bulk SST observations from drifting and moored
buoys and it will also be necessary to deploy some buoys specifically for the collection of in
situ bulk SST data. These latter buoys will require unique drogue installation to maintain
ocean position rather than to couple tightly with the ocean and flow with the current.
The resolution of these issues leads us to the design of an SST calibration/validation
system that initially concentrates on ships of opportunity (SOO) which are merchant vessels
that make regular and repeated transects of the major oceans. These ships have already collected
a considerable amount of oceanographic data in the past. In addition to routine 12 hourly
meteorological observations (including bulk SST) many merchant ships have collected upper
ocean temperature profiles using expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) along with a variety of
meteorological measurements. Most of these data have been transmitted by radio back to a
central location so that the data are available in near realtime.
Regular and repeated measurements of skin and bulk SST are a necessary part of any SST
validation program since the validation needs to take place on a regular basis with data relayed in
near realtime. It is not satisfactory to validate the satellite infrared sensor once and then leave it
forever. The satellite sensors drift over time adding errors to the residual atmospheric effects
creating random errors in the SST estimation. A portion of the sensor error is also provided by
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errors in the onboard sensor calibration process. Continuous global measurements of both skin
and bulk SST are required to monitor any changes in the sensor or measurement accuracy.
Availability of both in situ skin and bulk data will enable an assessment of the benefits
and accuracy improvements possible through production of a satellite skin SST product. Satellite
skin SST algorithms will be derived through regression to the in situ skin measurements. The
accuracy of these products as determined through comparison with independent in situ skin
measurements can then be compared with that of traditional bulk SST products and simulationbased skin algorithms. We can also use the many new coincident bulk and skin SSTs with
estimates of the heat flux derived from the bulk formulae to further explore the relationships
between the bulk and skin temperature difference and the driving forces of the wind stress and
net air-sea heat flux.
Specific Validation Plan
In situ infrared radiometer systems
For direct validation of satellite skin SST products, radiometers of similar spectral
wavebands are required to determine in situ skin SST contemporaneously with the satellite
instrument. The widespread deployment of contemporary in situ research instrumentation such
as the multi-channel infrared sea truth radiometric calibrator (MISTRC, see Saurez, 1997), the
scanning infrared sea surface temperature radiometer (SISTeR see Donlon and Nightingale, 1999),
or the Marine Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (M-AERI, see Smith et al, 1996)
from dedicated research vessels will continue to provide a limited source of high precision in situ
skin SST measurements. Both dedicated and opportunistic research cruises have produced a
wealth of in situ skin SST data but the number of successful satellite validation instances has
been disappointingly small. This is due to the availability and difficulty of developing,
maintaining and deploying research instrumentation on suitable ships which, themselves need to
be positioned in clear sky conditions and within the satellite swath. Directly addressing this
limitation is the main goal of this proposal: we identify a need to shift from a small number of
highly sophisticated and dedicated scientific measurement campaigns to the use of accurate, less
sophisticated (and therefore lower cost) autonomous in situ radiometer systems that can be
widely deployed from opportunistic platforms and ships.
Requirements of in situ skin SST measurements for satellite SST validation
An accuracy of ±0.1 K root-mean-square error is considered the minimum requirement for an
in situ radiometer measurement to be eligible for satellite SST validation work. Due to the
complexity of making such an accurate in situ skin SST measurement in the harsh marine
environment, the following design features are considered mandatory for operational radiometer
systems:
i. Self-calibration of the detector output for all measurement ensembles to fully account for
instrument drift.
ii. Appropriate views of both the sea surface and the sky are required to explicitly account for
reflection of sky radiance at the sea surface.
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iii. An appropriate filter response is required that is broadly consistent with the satellite
instruments (typically 8-12µm).
iv. Adequate protection of all instrument fore-optics in all conditions to prevent degradation of
calibration sources or instrument fore-optics.
In addition, an accurate knowledge of the sea water emissivity (e.g. Bertie and Lan, 1996) for the
specific instrument spectral response and deployment view geometry is also required to attain a
skin SST accuracy of ±0.1 K (Donlon and Nightingale, 1999).
Current state of the art autonomous in situ skin SST systems
There has been considerable development of low-cost infrared radiometer systems
suitable for extended autonomous operation focussed on the use of “off the shelf” solid state
radiometers (e.g., Donlon et al., 1998). Based on this early work, two new autonomous
instruments have been developed that will commence pre-operational trials using commercial
shipping in early 2001. The calibrated infrared in situ measurement system (CIRIMS, Jessup,
1999) is a broad-band (7-16µm) self-calibrating radiometer that is completely sealed from the
environment. This instrument has been specifically developed at the University of Washington
for validation of the MODIS SST algorithm. All measurements are made through a renewable
infrared window providing protection for the instrument calibration and fore-optics system. An
alternative design has been adopted by the Infrared Autonomous SST radiometer (ISAR, Donlon
et al, 2000) developed for the European ENVISAT AATSR validation program. This design uses
an accurate optical rain sensor to trigger a shutter mechanism that completely seals the radiometer
fore-optics and calibration black body cavities during bad weather. The ISAR has a spectral
bandwidth of 9.6-11.5µm and has the additional capability to report data in near real time via
satellite link. The ISAR can also connect several other sensors to the system (e.g. wind speed,
bulk SST sensor) and provide a complete in situ SST validation measurement system. Both of
these instruments adopt two blackbody calibration cavities and obtain views of both the sea
surface and atmosphere each measurement ensemble.
Traceability of calibration
The scientific merit and usefulness of in situ skin SST data is critically dependent on the
specific instrumentation and the deployment method used. For each particular instrument,
attention must be given to the traceable end-to-end calibration of all internal calibration methods
and temperature sensors. At a minimum, independent calibration against a tracable calibration
reference blackbody (such as the CASOTS cavity specifically designed for this purpose (Donlon
et al, 1999)) before and after each deployment is required. Additionally, radiometer intercalibration exercises are required to inter-compare radiometer systems both in the laboratory and
in the field. Two such workshops have taken place to date (Donlon et al, 1998; Kannenburg
1998) that have considerably furthered the understanding and requirements for SOO in situ
radiometer systems.
Ships of Opportunity (Merchant Ships)
The primary source of continuous in situ validation data for satellite skin and bulk SSTs
will be radiometric and hull measurements of skin and bulk SST made from merchant vessels.
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Emery et al., (1997) used such ships to collect hull bulk SSTs and comparisons with other
sources of coincident bulk SSTs were excellent suggesting that this method is far superior to using
ship injection temperatures and is comparable to drifting buoy bulk SSTs. These bulk SST
measurements were accurate to ±0.1°C. A map of all the merchant ship tracks in 1996 is shown
here in Fig. 3, which clearly shows that the ship traffic is primarily in the Northern Hemisphere.

Fig. 3 Ship tracks for 1996.
Fortunately there are some regular routes between places such as Seattle to Auckland and Tokyo
to Valpariso. These long tracks offer the opportunity of measuring conditions over fairly large
distances and they cover a considerable range in latitude. The only area unsampled is the
southern sub-polar region which is only crossed in the austral summer by Antarctic resupply
ships. These ships are both research vessels as well as supply ships and can be employed to
collect measurements en route to the Antarctic.
Once we have been able to demonstrate that these measurements can be collected reliably
from merchant vessels, we propose to instrument approximately 20 ships with infrared skin SST
radiometers, hull temperature bulk SST sensors and an improved suite of meteorological
measurement systems. A “strawman” selection of merchant ship routes is shown here in Fig. 4
based on the abundant ship tracks in Fig. 3. To provide realtime data we should take advantage
of the best possible communication options (cellular phone, satellite communications, ARGOS,
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etc.) at the time to insure the timely, accurate and safe transmission of data from these
instruments. The selected ships will all traverse long nearly north-south routes in the ocean to
provide the greatest possible coverage and resolution. Thus, even if the central portions of the
ocean are not completely covered, the errors will be about the same if the north-south coverage is
adequate (Emery et al., 2000). The important result is that we have a global system continuously
reporting simultaneous skin and bulk SSTs along with the corresponding meteorological data to
compute the heat flux.

Fig. 4 Selection of 20 global merchant ship routes for infrared SST calibration/validation.
Moored and Drifting Buoys
One advantage of installing radiometers on ships of opportunity is that it is possible for a
person to check on the radiometer and its operation each day. The likelihood of sea spray
contaminating the radiometer optics is quite high even if the system has been designed to avoid
this contamination. This is the major limiting factor in the autonomous operation of infrared
radiometers from moored buoys. Once skin SST calibration radiometers have been developed
that can perform under all sea conditions in an automated fashion we want to extend our SST
radiometer sampling network to include moored buoys which already measure the bulk SST.
The advantage of moored buoys is that they can operate in ocean areas that are not
crossed by merchant ship traffic. It is unlikely that an SST validation program can afford to
maintain a large number of moored buoys but it is possible for such a validation program to
instrument buoys operated for other programs. Our goal is to cover as large a range of latitudes
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as possible and we advocate cooperation with moored buoy programs that offer latitude coverage
not available from ships of opportunity. At the moment there are the TOGA TAO buoys in the
equatorial Pacific along with moored National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys along the east
and west coasts of the US. A number of other buoy programs are planned and it is hoped that in
the near future we will have moored buoys in the central mid-latitude Pacific as well as the
Atlantic.
The mainstay of the present NOAA/NESDIS and NAVO SST validation/calibration
programs producing routine (bulk) SST are the drifting buoy SSTs. It should be pointed out that
the majority of these buoys were not deployed to provide calibration SST for satellite data but
rather primarily to map ocean currents or make some other relevant measurement. A
consequence of this fact is that the geographical coverage is frequently not ideal for SST
calibration/validation. An example is presented here in Fig. 5, which is the global distribution of
buoy bulk SST measurements in October, 1990.

Fig. 5 The October, 1990 distribution of buoy bulk SST measurements.
As can be easily seen there are almost no buoy SSTs in the Indian Ocean, or in the South
Atlantic. The central Pacific is covered well but the north and south extremes are unsampled.
Fortunately the overall, global north-south coverage is not too bad resulting in SST coefficients
that were just slightly different than those from a year with better coverage (Emery et al., 2000).
Still if one were to design a program for SST validation it would not recommend this type of
geographic coverage. Thus, an important recommendation is that we need to have a drifting buoy
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program strictly for the validation/calibration of satellite infrared SSTs. In such a program the
buoy deployment would be selected to optimize the global and temporal coverage. Also, these
buoys would be instrumented not to follow ocean currents but rather to move horizontally as
little as possible (perhaps with deep drogues to follow the weaker deep currents). In this
application we can take advantage of the known mean current patterns to optimize the spatial
distribution of the buoy SSTs. Combined with the expanding network of moored buoys and the
ships of opportunity these drifters should enable us to obtain an excellent space/time sample of
the bulk SST. It will be very interesting to compare the ship hull bulk SSTs with these buoy
SSTs.
The selection of regions for the deployment of buoys in this validation scheme will be
based on the coverage of the merchant vessels given for example in Fig. 4. From this map of
sampling routes it is clear that we will need additional measurement in the Southern Ocean (south
of 30 °S) and in the Indian Ocean. The other areas will be well sampled by the merchant ship
array of sensors. Since the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) will move buoys in the
Southern ocean rapidly to the east, we should plan to deploy buoys that will continue to circuit
around the Antarctic continent during their period of operation. There is a need for increased
sampling of atmospheric pressure in this region and it should be possible to share our buoy
measurements with the weather services of the world.
Validation Plan Summary
The validation plan is designed not to carry out a one-time comparison data set to validate
the satellite sensors but instead to provide the repeat measurements needed to sustain the
calibration/validation of the infrared satellite measurements. It should be pointed out that in the
future we may be able to use our in situ skin SSTs for validation/calibration of passive microwave
SSTs in addition to the IR radiances we have been discussing. To cover the important meridional
changes in the environment, the validation plan is made up of ship of opportunity, moored and
drifting buoy measurements. For the ships and moored buoys, radiometers will collect skin SST
measurements coincident with the in situ bulk SST observations. Drifting buoys will measure
bulk SST in regions not occupied by ships or moored buoys. Together these measurements will
provide us with continuous global measurements of both skin and bulk SST to validate and/or
modify the satellite measurements. With these validation measurements it should be possible to
achieve an SST accuracy of 0.1 – 0.3 °C for both skin and bulk SST. Furthermore, this body of
skin and bulk SST measurements should dramatically improve our knowledge of the air-sea heat
flux and its variability in time and space.
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